
Oil

An otherwise bullish week on the international oil market ended with a downturn Friday, with the Brent front month contract closing the 
day at 85,57 USD/bbl. Following a week of speculations, OPEC could not agree on cutting production any further, despite the price falls 
during November which had sent the market to the lowest level in 11 months. The market opens Monday with largely sideways trading, 
as focus again turns to the global economy. 

Gas
Despite the fact that winter weather now dominates on large parts of the continent, European gas prices did not rise any further Friday. 
Prompt prices have stabilized around 130 EUR/MWh recently, as high storage levels across Europe prevent the market from rally to the 
extreme highs which we experienced back during the summer. 

Coal

On the coal market, prices rose in Friday’s trading, returning to the bullish sentiment following a rare day of falling prices the previous 
day. Colder weather across Europe and supply issues from some of the most important exporters to Europe have driven prices up 
almost 100 USD/t over the last weeks. Today, we expect the increases to continue, as the bullish fundamentals have not changed over 
the weekend.

Carbon
Friday, the extreme price climbs on the European carbon market continued, with increased demand and rising fuel prices driving the 
market upwards. After breaking out of the previous trading range, the market is now heading towards 90 EUR/t, and we expect volatility 
to remain high this week, as fluctuations on the related markets will also continue to be high.

Hydro

Over the weekend, the weather forecasts have continued to project cold and dry weather in the Nordic area. For as long as the eye goes, 
temperatures and precipitation amounts will be well below seasonal average, and the deficit on the hydro balance continues to widen. 
It is now expected at -20 TWh in two weeks’ time. The outlook remains bullish for the Nordic power market, since there is no weather 
change in sight anytime soon.

Germany
Last week ended with a bullish development on the German power market, driven by cold weather, rising coal and carbon and high spot 
prices. The country’s 2023 contract climbed to 369 EUR/MWh, as high gas storage levels and a price cap on gas limits the upside to 
some extent. Monday, it seems very likely that the uptrend will continue, as the weather forecasts remain cold, while gas also rises.

Equities
All focus on the stock markets Friday was on the monthly US job report, which came out stronger than expected. Interest rates climbed 
as a result, but at the end of the day, the main indexes in the US closed the day largely flat. The first signals from Europe are largely 
neutral early Monday, as focus will again turn to the global economy.

Conclusion

The Nordic power market took a pause from the fierce price climbs Friday, where we instead saw a largely neutral session. The Q1-
23 and 2023 contracts closed at 335 EUR/MWh and 2015 EUR/MWh respectively, almost flat compared to the previous close. The 
increases were once again attributed to cold, dry weather and a bullish sentiment on the related markets. Monday, we expect the bullish 
sentiment to return, as the weather forecasts remain cold and dry, while the German market also climbs.
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03-dec 262,02 262,02 262,02 262,02 317,49 262,02 262,24 January 356,00 358,00 365,83 400,00 444,25 380,00 350,00

04-dec 263,67 264,01 264,01 264,01 305,21 263,57 261,18 Q1-23 357,24 361,99 349,09 385,99 433,24 365,99 335,99

05-dec 307,19 305,80 304,07 305,80 292,86 282,28 271,19 2023 342,00 344,00 228,00 310,00 262,50 265,00 215,00


